NO-BRAINER QUICK LOAD TRIMMER HEAD
SAFETY WARNING / INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

CURVED SHAFT MODEL - #32307
Please read all instructions prior to operating the No-Brainer™ quick load head. We think you will find that the No-Brainer™ is
the easiest trimmer head you’ll ever use. It is designed for hours of trouble-free service. T
o replace the string: Simply press the button and slide the precut string into place from either side. That’s it. The string is locked
into place as the head starts spinning.To prolong string life, use the outside inch or two of the trimmer string as it does the
actual cutting. The No-Brainer™ head comes with precut 16.5", .095 diameter trimmer line.

WARNING
1. Misuse of this product can result in serious injury or death.
2. String trimmers can throw loose objects with tremendous force. Any exposed body parts are likely to be injured if this
occurs. Always protect all exposed body parts with personal protective equipment including, but not limited to, eye,
face, neck, hand leg, foot and body protection.
3. Read owner’s manual provided with your string trimmer and follow the instructions concerning safe use and
maintenance.
4. Always inspect area to be trimmed and remove any lose debris such as wire, rocks or stones, or any other object that may
be thrown by trimmer.
5. DO NOT operate trimmer within 50 feet of persons or pets.
6. Always stop engine and remove spark plug wire when replacing string.
7. Always inspect for cracked or damaged equipment before use. Replace any parts if needed.
8. Always stop trimmer and inspect for damage:
a. if you strike hard objects such as brick, concrete or
b. Anytime you feel unusual vibration. Replace damaged parts.

INSTALLATION
For curved shaft trimmer with right hand
threaded arbor shafts, such as many
Weedeater, Sears Craftsman, Snapper,
Echo and Poulan models:

After removing original head (unscrew
counterclockwise), replace with NoBrainer™ quick load head. Ready to use.

For Featherlite and similar models of
Tanaka, Weedeater, Poulan, Sears
Craftsman:

The male/female adapter is required.

For curved shaft trimmers with right
hand internally threaded arbor shafts,
such as many Homelite, Ryobi, Toro,
McCulloch and other models:

Remove head bolt counterclockwise.
Remove entire head, including upper
housing. Slip spacer onto shaft as
shown. Screw male/male adapter into
arbor shaft and No-Brainer™ quick
loader head is ready to use.

CAUTION: If adapter or head does not screw on easily do not use force or threads on trimmer shaft could be damaged. Check
application.
Note: some Ryobi models have a star washer on arbor shaft holding upper housing on. This must be removed.

